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1 Introduction
At least since the eighties, deontic logicians have been interested in the relation be-tween deontic modalities and time [23,2,11,24,18,22,1,5]. The addition of a temporaldimension to deontic operators was expected to shed new light on the problems con-cerning the so called deontic `paradoxes'. And indeed, several authors have shownthat at least part of the confusion raised by such examples as Chisholm's `help-ing the neighbors' paradox [8], or Forrester's `gentle murder paradox' [14] can bedisambiguated by making the implicit temporal connotations of deontic modalitiesexplicit.

But, also recent developments in logics for dynamical phenomena such as an-nouncement and update logics, have sparked new interest in the relation betweenepistemic and preferential modalities on the one hand, and time, action, or updatemodalities, on the other hand. For instance, in Van Benthem and Liu's upgradeThis paper is electronically published inElectronic Notes in Theoretical Computer ScienceURL: www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs



logics [26], preference relations, which can also be used to model dispositions indeontic ideality, are updated through announcements, raising new questions aboutthe dynamic properties of obligations.
A seemingly rather important, though not extensively studied aspect of theinteraction of time and obligation, is the issue of preservation. In particular, asensible and often desirable property, is that if a future directed obligation is notmet currently, it propagates to the next moment of time. Another way of puttingit is to say that moments inherit obligations from the past, if they have not beencomplied to. In earlier papers [7,6] we have mainly tried to give a formal semanticsto this intuition concerning the preservation of obligations. The present paperinvestigates inference mechanisms that are complete with respect to the earlierproposed semantics.

2 Expressiveness needs
Temporal deontic frameworks have many applications. An example is the speci�-cation of security policies which go beyond usual access control. For instance, if wewant to specify that it is obligatory for a user to release a resource if this user hasbeen idle for more than one minute. More speci�cation examples involving temporaland deontic concepts are given below.
� useri has to release resource r after 5 time units of utilization
� useri has the permission to use resource r continuously for 5 time units, and hemust be able to access it 15 time units after asking, at the latest
� If useri is asking for resource r and he has the permission to use it, then thesystem has the obligation to give it to him before 5 time units
� If useri uses the resource without permission, he must not ask for it during 10time units

Such sentences can be easily formalized in a logical language with standardtemporal and deontic operators. For instance, the �rst rule is formally expressedby
G (accessi ) O( F65 releasei))

where G(') means it is henceforth true that ', O(') means that it is obligatory tosatisfy ', and F6k (') means that ' will be satis�ed before k time units.
For the pure temporal and deontic fragments of our logic, we consider LinearTemporal Logic (LTL) [21] and Standard Deontic Logic (SDL) [27]. Of course, themore interesting questions concern the possible and desirable interactions of thetemporal and deontic modalities. The interaction property we focus on concernsthe propagation of obligations: if a future-directed obligation is not ful�lled yet,then it propagates to the next moment. For instance, if it is obligatory to releasethe resource before 5 time units and it is not released now, then in one time unitfrom now it will be obligatory to release the resource before 4 time units.
Other combinations of temporal and deontic logics have been studied. For in-stance, in [1,3,11] branching-time temporal and deontic logics are proposed. How-



ever, the temporal operators in these frameworks di�er considerably from the morestandard operators we use in our work. Essentially, these operators have a semanticsthat nowadays would be called `hybrid'. In this semantics, each operator refers to aspeci�c time point. Also, the interaction of the temporal and deontic dimensions inthe above mentioned approaches has the following drawback: if ' is a propositionalformula then ') O(') is valid, i.e., every proposition which is true in the currentstate is obligatory.
In [5,10], the propagation of obligations is studied for deadline obligations. A re-ductionist approach is used, i.e., the deontic dimension is embedded in the temporaldimension. So it is not possible to talk about both dimensions independently.
Taking the modal product of linear temporal logic and standard deontic logicas the starting point, in [6] we developed a logic in which obligations are preserveddepending on what is true in the current history. (Product based approaches with-out such interactions are studied in [9,7].) In [6] we suggested to incorporate thepreservation property by designing a logic that validates:

O(' _X ) ^ :' ^ :O(') ) XO( )
with ' any propositional formula, and  any formula. The initial idea was just totake sets of deontically ideal histories to give semantics to obligation.

One of our suggestions is then that for assessing deontic ideality of histories, weshould only consider the histories whose past is identical to the past of the currenthistory. The reason for this is that we assume obligations do not apply to the past,but only to the present and the future. Then, clearly, we do not want to considerhistories whose past, as seen from the current state, is more or less deontically idealthan the `current' past. We thus only assess ideality for the histories that share theirpast with the current history. The collective past of the set of histories thus obtainedthen represents what actually has happened. And what actually has happened, isgoing to inuence what is obliged currently, according to the preservation propertywe aim at.
A second aspect of our semantics is that the future directed obligations are not`forgotten' when time advances. This means that the number of ideal histories canonly shrink as time advances. The principle of propagation then should point us towhat subset of ideal histories to take when moving to a next moment in time.
An interesting question concerns what happens if the set of ideal histories shrinksto the empty set. Of course, this could happen easily if p is obliged currently whileat the same time :p holds. Then, at the next moment, the intersection of, onthe one hand, the histories with pasts identical to the past of the actual historyand, on the other hand, the ideal histories, is empty. This yields a situation whereeverything is obliged. This happens whenever an obligation whose compliance canno longer be deferred, is violated anyway. Di�erent reactions are possible to thispeculiarity of the semantics. One way out, though not an attractive one, is tosuggest that the models should be such that this is excluded. But, then we wouldhave a logic where the obligations are never violated, which means that the logiccannot count as `deontic'. But, in [6] we discussed that a natural way to solve thisproblem is to adopt a generalization to levels of ideality. And that is also the settingin the present paper. We use an ordering on histories to de�ne obligation as follows:



O(') is satis�ed at an instant i of an history w if : there is an history w0 whose pastcoincides with w's until i, such that every history with the same past, which is at leastas good as w0, satis�es ' at instant i. This semantics seems rather complex. But itsnaturalness is underlined by the fact that Horty, in his book on deontic logic [17],gives a basically identical semantics for `ought-to-be' in his branching time STITframework. The complexity of this semantics makes it di�cult to establish logicalresults, such as an axiomatization or a decision procedure. In order to develop adecision procedure and an axiomatization, we propose to decompose the modalityO into more primitive normal operators.

3 Syntax and semantics
In this section, we de�ne the language of our logic and its semantics. Di�erentquanti�ers are hidden in the semantic de�nition of the obligation. Two accessibilityrelations are involved: the relation 'at least as good as', which will be denoted by4 and models preference between histories, and the relation 'has the same pastas', which will be denoted by SamePast. In order to de�ne O in terms of moreprimitive modal operators, it is natural to introduce a modal operator [SP ] whichcorresponds to the relation 'has the same past' (SamePast), and another operator[SP\ 4] which corresponds to the intersection of both semantic relations. Theobligation operator O will be de�ned in terms of the primitive operators [SP ] and[SP\ 4].
De�nition 3.1 [Syntax] Given a �nite set P of atomic propositions, the languageof our logic is de�ned by the following syntax:

' ::= > j p j :' j ' _ ' j X' j 'U' j [SP ]' j [SP\ 4]'
where > is a logical constant ('true'), and p 2 P is an atomic proposition. We de�nethe following standard abbreviations:

? def= :>
'1 ^ '2 def= :(:'1 _ :'2) < SP > ' def= :[SP ]:'
'1 ) '2 def= :'1 _ '2 < SP\ 4> ' def= :[SP\ 4]:'
F ' def= >U' G ' def= :F :'

� X' means ' will hold in the next state.
� '1U'2 means there is an instant i at which '2 will hold, and '1 holds from nowuntil the instant before i.
� [SP ]' means in every state that has the same past as the current state, ' holds.
� [SP\ 4] means in every state that has the same past and is at least as good as(or preferred to) the current state, ' holds.
De�nition 3.2 [Model] A model is a tuple (W;4; V ), where



� W is a set of histories. Time is implicitly modeled by the set N of non-negativeintegers. A state is then a moment/history pair (i; w) 2 N�W ,
� 4� W �W is a total (or complete) quasi-ordering on W (reexive, transitive,and total relation),
� V : N �W ! 2P is a valuation which associates each state with a set of atomicpropositions.

Notice that the frames these models are based on can be suitably viewed asproducts [16], of the temporal frames (N;+1; <) and the deontic frames (W;4),where +1 and 6 are the successor relation and the usual order on N, respectively.
De�nition 3.3 [Satisfaction]Given a model M = (W;4; V ), a state (i; w), and aformula ', we de�ne the satisfaction relation by induction on ':
M; i; w j= > M; i; w j= p i� p 2 V (i; w)
M; i; w j= :' i� M; i; w 2 '
M; i; w j= '1 _ '2 i� M; i; w j= '1 or M; i; w j= '2
M; i; w j= X' i� M; i+ 1; w j= '
M; i; w j= '1U'2 i� 9i0 > i such that M; i0; w j= '2 and

8i" 2 N if i 6 i" < i0 then M; i"; w j= '1
M; i; w j= [SP ]' i� 8w0 2W if SamePast(i; w;w0) then M; i; w0 j= '
M; i; w j= [SP\ 4]' i� 8w0 2W if w 4 w0 and SamePast(i; w;w0) then M; i; w0 j= '
where SamePast(i; w;w0) def= 8j < i V (j; w) = V (j; w0).

A model (W;4; V ) satis�es ' if for every state i; w 2 N�W i;w j= '.' is said to be valid if every model satis�es it. ' is said to be satis�able if there isa model (W;4; V ), a history w 2W , and a number i 2 N, such that i; w j= '.
Remark 3.4 Notice that satis�ability and validity can be evaluated at the begin-ning of time, and the resulting logic is then called the anchored version [19] of thelogic. On the other hand, our de�nition corresponds to the so-called oating ver-sion. If the logic contains no past operators, then both notions de�ne the same setof valid formulas. If the logic contains past operators, as will be the case in sec-tion 5, both versions are related to each other through an additional constant init,which is true in the �rst state of every model: ' is valid in the anchored version i�(init ) ') is valid in the oating version, and ' is valid in the oating version i�G ' is valid in the anchored version.

The modal operators [SP ] and [SP\ 4] that allow to quantify over the historiesonly consider histories which have the same past as the current one. So, froma given instant i of a given history w, they only 'access' histories w0 such thatSamePast(i; w;w0).
One might wonder if a branching time setting would not be more appropriatefor our semantics. For one thing, in a branching time setting, ideal versions of the



current history `automatically' have the same past. However, in settings like CTL(though not in STIT-frameworks), ideal versions of the current history would alsoautomatically have the same `present'. This means that if we apply the semanticsto a CTL-setting, we cannot talk about what is obliged for the current moment.Another reason for not considering branching time in the current setting, is thatit is not clear whether or not in a branching time setting we should actually lookat deontic ideality of `trees' instead of histories. And then, if we decide to look atideal histories, in branching time structures two histories still may satisfy the sameatomic propositions once they have split. Then it is unclear whether our criterionfor `sameness' still applies, or whether it should be made more precise.
De�nition 3.5 [Obligation]

O(') def=< SP > [SP\ 4]'
Notice that the semantic characterization of O coincides with the semantic def-inition of obligation given in [6]:

i; w j= O(') i� 9w0 2W such that SamePast(i; w;w0) and
8w00 2W if SamePast(i; w;w00) and w0 4 w00 then i; w00 j= '

4 Decision procedure for satis�ability
As a �rst remark, our logic lacks the �nite model property. Indeed, it can easilybe shown that the following formula has only in�nite models, i.e., models (W;4; V )where W is an in�nite set of histories:

[SP ]AtMostOnce(p) ^ G < SP > p
where AtMostOnce(p) stands for G(p ) XG:p). To establish the decidability ofthis logic would require complex techniques, such as quasi-model method [28,15]. Inthis section, we show the decidability of the until-free fragment of the logic, usinga tableaux-like decision procedure.

We describe a tableaux method with explicit accessibility relations. We use thenotation of pre�xed formulas i; w : ', where the pre�x i; w intuitively represents astate that satis�es the formula '. i is a non-negative integer, and w is a history.Contrary to usual pre�xed tableaux [13,20], we do not encode accessibility relationinto the node names. We represent explicitly the three distinct accessibility relations('temporal successor', 'at least as good as', and 'same past').
A tableau T is a structure we keep as close to a model as possible. It consistsof a set of histories W , a set of moments M � N, a labelling function L whichassociates each moment/history pair with a set of formulas, a quasi-ordering R4 onW , and a set of equivalence relations (RSP i)i2M on W . Intuitively, (w;w0) 2 R4means that history w0 is at least as good as w; (w;w0) 2 RSP i means that historiesw and w0 have the same past until i (they satisfy the same propositions until themoment before i). Tableaux rules specify how, and under which conditions, T isupdated.
We now formally describe tableau data structure and update operations.



4.1 Tableau data structure and update operations
A tableau for a formula � is a tuple T = (W;M; v0; L;R4; (RSP i)i2M ) where
� W is a set of histories
� M � N is a set of moments; a node of the tableau is then a moment/history pair(i; w) 2M �W
� v0 2M �W is the root
� L :M �W ! sub(�) is a label function which associates each node with a set ofsub-formulas of �. In the remainder, we write i; w : ' for ' 2 L(i; w). The labelof the root contains �: � � L(v0).� R4 �W �W is a reexive and transitive relation on W
� RSP i � W �W for each i 2 M , is an equivalence relation on W . The followingproperty between the di�erent RSP i is satis�ed:
(�) 8w;w0 2W 8i 2M (w;w0) 2 RSP i ) 8j 2M j < i) (w;w0) 2 RSP j
We now give the procedural semantics of our tableau operations add form,new world, new instant, and add pair, which update a data structure T .

� add form(i; w; ') adds the formula ' to the label L(i; w).
� add pair(R ; (w;w0)), for R = R4 or R = RSP i, adds pair (w;w0) to relationR, and updates R with its reexive and transitive closure in case R = R4, withits reexive, transitive, and symmetric closure in case R = RSP i. Moreover, ifR = RSP i, then for every j 2 M such that j < i, RSP j is updated so that theconstraint (�) is satis�ed.
� new history adds a new history to W and returns the corresponding name.
� add inst(i) adds instant i to the set M if i =2M .
We can combine these atomic actions with the two following combinators: thesequential operator ';' and the nondeterministic choice operator '[]'.

4.2 Tableaux rules
In this section, we present our tableaux rules.
� double negation rule

i;w:::'add form(i;w;')::
� rule � (resp. �) is the usual rule for conjunction (resp. disjunction).

i; w : :('1 _ '2)add form(i; w;:'1); add form(i; w;:'2)�
i; w : '1 _ '2add form(i; w; '1) [] add form(i; w; '2)�

This presentation of rule � corresponds to a depth-�rst computation, as in [12],whereas other presentations (equivalent to ours) compute both possibilities inparallel (width-�rst computation).



� rules X and :X extend the label of the successor node as follows:
i; w : X'

add inst(i+ 1) ; add form(i+ 1; w; ')X
i;w : :X'

add inst(i+ 1) ; add form(i+ 1; w;:'):X
� rules � add a new history if a node is labelled by a 'diamond' formula of the form:[SP ]' or of the form :[SP\ 4]'.

i; w : :[SP ]'
w0 := new history ; add form(i; w0;:') : add pair(RSP i; (w;w0))�SP

i; w : :[SP\ 4]'
w0 := new history ; add form(i; w0;:') ;
add pair(R4 ; (w;w0)) ; add pair(RSP i ; (w;w0))

�SP\4

� rules K adds formula ' to a node i; w0 if node (i; w) is labeled by a 'box' formulaof the form [SP ]', or of the form [SP\ 4]', and w0 is an accessible history fromw. i; w : [SP ]' and (w;w0) 2 RSP iadd form(i; w0; ') KSP
i; w : [SP\ 4]' and (w;w0) 2 RSP i and (w;w0) 2 R4add form(i; w0; ') KSP\4

� rule update SP applies if two states which share the same past until moment istill satisfy the same propositions at i. Besides, for each atomic proposition, eitherthis proposition or its negation has to be satis�ed in both states (i.e., the stateshave to be saturated). Then RSP i+1 is updated so that w and w0 are consideredas having the same past until i+ 1.
(w;w0) 2 RSP i and 8p 2 P (i; w : p and i; w0 : p) or (i; w : :p and i; w0 : :p)

add pair(RSP i+1 ; (w;w0)) update SP
� rule Saturation aims at saturating the states in atomic propositions so that ruleupdate SP can be applied.

p 2 P and i 2M and w 2W
add form(i; w; p _ :p) saturation

� rule 4 �totality aims at guaranteeing the totality of R4.
(w;w0) =2 R4 and (w0; w) =2 R4add pair(R4; (w;w0)) [] add pair(R4; (w0; w)) 4 �totality

De�nition 4.1 [Closed tableau] A tableau is said to be closed if
� ' and :' label some node i; w,
� or 9w;w0 2W 9i 2M 9p 2 P such that

i; w : p and i; w0 : :p and (w;w0) 2 RSP i+1
De�nition 4.2 [Completed and open tableau] A tableau T is completed if for everyrule r



� either r is not enabled, i.e., the premise of r is not satis�ed
� or r is enabled, and the application of the consequent of r has no e�ect

We consider that add inst(i) has no e�ect if i 2 M , add form(i; w; ') has noe�ect if ' 2 L(i; w), and add pair(R; (w;w0)) has no e�ect if (w;w0) 2 R, withR = R4 or R = RSP i.A tableau is open if it is completed and not closed.
4.3 Soundness and completeness
Theorem 4.3 (Soundness) If a formula ' is satis�able then there is an opentableau whose root is labeled by '.
De�nition 4.4 [Tableaux interpretation] Let T = (W;M; v0; L;R4; (RSP i)i2M ) bea tableau and (Ŵ ; 4̂; V ) be a model. An interpretation of T in (Ŵ ; 4̂; V ) is amapping � from W to Ŵ such that for every w1; w2 in W , and every nonnegativeinteger i
� (w1; w2) 2 R4 implies �(w1)4̂�(w2), and� (w1; w2) 2 RSP i implies 8j < i V (j; �(w1)) = V (j; �(w2))
De�nition 4.5 [Satis�able tableau] A tableau T for a formula � is satis�able ifthere is a model (W;4; V ) and a tableau interpretation � of T in (Ŵ ; 4̂; V ) suchthat for every node (i; w) and every formula ' 2 L(i; w), we have i; �(w) j= '.
Lemma 4.6 Let T be a satis�able tableau. The tableau T 0 (or one of the twotableaux T 0; T", in case the nondeterministic choice operator is used) obtained bythe application of some rule is also satis�able.
Proof Let T be a satis�able tableau. There is a model (Ŵ ; 4̂; V̂ ) and a tableauinterpretation � such that for every node (i; w) and every formula ' 2 L(i; w), wehave i; �(w) j= '. We have to consider each rule and prove that the application ofthis rule preserves the tableau satis�ability.
� ::; �; �;X;:X; saturation;4 �totality: the proof is left to the reader.
� rule KSP (the proof for KSP\4 is similar). Suppose that i; w : [SP ]'. Thenrule KSP adds ' to any node (i; w0) such that (w;w0) 2 RSP i. By hypothesis,i; �(w) j= [SP ]', and, since (w;w0) 2 RSP i, we have SamePast(i; �(w); �(w0)).Thus, i; �(w0) j= ', and so T 0 is still satis�able.
� rule �SP (the proof for �SP\4 is similar):Suppose that i; w : :[SP ]'. Then the application of �SP creates a new historyw0, labels it with :', and adds (w;w0) to RSP i. We have to extend the mapping� so that it associates a history with the new pre�x w0. By hypothesis, i; �(w) j=:[SP ]'. Then there is some ŵ0 2 Ŵ such that SamePast(i; �(w); ŵ0) and i; ŵ0 j=:'. Then we de�ne � by:

�(s) =
8<
:
ŵ0 if s = w0
�(s) else

� is a tableau interpretation, and T 0 is satis�able.



� rule update SP :Let i; w and i; w0 be two nodes of T such that (w;w0) 2 RSP i and 8p 2 P (i; w :p and i; w0 : p) or (i; w : :p and i; w : :p). Then the pair (w;w0) is added toRSP i+1. We must show that 8j < i + 1 V̂ (j; �(w)) = V̂ (j; �(w0)). Since � is aT -interpretation, then 8j < i V̂ (j; �(w)) = V̂ (j; �(w0)). Besides, 8p 2 P (i; w :p and i; w0 : p) or (i; w : :p and i; w : :p). So 8p 2 P i; �(w) j= p i� i; �(w0) j= p.So V̂ (i; �(w)) = V̂ (i; �(w0)).
�

Proof [Proof of the soundness theorem (4.3)]Suppose ' is a satis�able formula. then there is a model (W;4; V ), a nonnega-tive integer i 2 N and a history w 2 W such that i; w j= '. Then the tableauwhose only node (i; w) is labelled by ', and whose relations (RSP i) and R4 arereduced to singleton f(w;w)g, is satis�able (with the identity function as a tableauinterpretation). Then, by lemma 4.6, the application of any rule provides a satis-�able tableau. Since a closed tableau is obviously unsatis�able, we can generate a(possibly in�nite) open tableau whose root is labelled by '. �
Theorem 4.7 (Completeness) If there is an open tableau whose root (i; w) islabeled by ', then ' is satis�able.

Proof Let T = (W;M; v0; L;R4; (RSP i)i2M ) be an open tableau whose root v0 islabeled by �. We build a model (Ŵ ; 4̂; V ) from T such that for every w 2 W andi 2M , i; w : ' i� i; ŵ j= '. We de�ne
Ŵ def= W and 4̂ def= R4

We can now de�ne the valuation V as follows, for any i 2 N; w 2 Ŵ :
� if i 2M then V (i; w) def= fp 2 P = (i; w : p)g
� if i =2M then V (i; w) def= ;

We now prove by induction on the structure of ' that for every i 2M , w 2W ,if i; w : ' then i; w j= ' (in the model (Ŵ ; 4̂; V )). Cases '1 _ '2, :('1 _ '2), X',:X', are obvious.
� Suppose i; w :< SP > '. Rule �SP ensures the existence of a node i; w0 labeledby ' such that (w;w0) in RSP i. Then, since T is open, 8p 2 P; 8j < i; j; w :p i� j; w0 : p. So, 8j < i V (j; w) = V (j; w0), and i; w0 j= ' (by inductionhypothesis). So i; w j=< SP > '.The proof for < SP\ 4> ' is similar.
� Suppose i; w : [SP ]'. Let w0 2 Ŵ be a history such that 8j < i; V (j; w) =V (j; w0). Thanks to rule update SP , (w;w0) 2 RSP i. By rule KSP , we have thati; w0 : '. By the induction hypothesis, i; w0 j= ', and thus i; w j= [SP ]'.The proof for [SP\ 4]' is similar.

�



4.4 Termination
We now de�ne a terminating strategy which is still sound and complete. Termi-nation is based on loop detection. Although it is clear that the number of createdinstants is bounded by the modal depth of ' with respect to X, the tableau con-struction may create an in�nite number of histories. We have to block the creationof new histories when a loop is detected. Since we have two modal operators thatcan create new histories, we de�ne looping histories with respect to each one.
� a history w is looping with respect to < SP > if� rule �SP is applicable in (i; w), for some i 2M� w has been created by rule �SP at instant i and there exists an older history w0such that (w0; w) 2 RSP i and L(i; w) � L(i; w0) (such a history w0 is denotedby loopSP (w))� a history w is looping with respect to < SP\ 4> if� rule �SP\4 is applicable in (i; w), for some i 2M� w has been created by rule �SP\4 at instant i and there exists an older historyw0 such that (w0; w) 2 RSP i, (w0; w) 2 R4 and L(i; w) � L(i; w0) (such a historyw0 is denoted by loopSP\4(w))
De�nition 4.8 [Strategy] Let us consider the algorithm which consists in applyingsuccessively the following steps while the tableau is not closed, starting from thetableau such that W = fwg, M = f0g, v0 = (0; w), L(v0) = f�g, R4 = f(w;w)g,and RSP 0 = f(w;w)g.
� Application of classical rules ::, �, � as much as possible.
� Loop detection step for < SP >: mark every looping history with respect to< SP >.
� Loop detection step for < SP\ 4>: mark every looping history with respect to< SP\ 4>.
� Application of rules �SP and �SP\4 on every state on which they have notalready been applied, and which is not marked with respect to < SP > and< SP\ 4>, respectively.
� Application of rule saturation and then rule update SP as much as possible.
� Application of rule 4 �totality on every pair (w;w0) on which it has not beenapplied.
� Application of rules X, :X, KSP , and KSP\4 as much as possible.
Proposition 4.9 (Termination) The strategy given above terminates.
Proof First, remark that

(1) M is �nite (bounded by the modal depth of the initial formula � with respect toX)
(2) there are �nitely many sets of sub-formulas of the initial formula �

We show that there cannot be an in�nite sequence of histories (w0; w1; w2; : : :)such that each wk+1 is created by the application of rule �SP or �SP\4 to somepoint of the history wk. Indeed, suppose it is the case.



Suppose that there are in�nitely many applications of rule �SP . Since thereare �nitely many sub-formulas of �, there is a formula :[SP ]' which triggers rule�SP in�nitely often. Suppose that �SP is triggered in�nitely often by :[SP ]' atinstant 0. Then, :[SP ]' appears necessarily in the scope of [SP ] or [SP\ 4] inL(0; wk) for some wk in the sequence, and we can prove that there exists k0 fromwhich :[SP ]' labels every history of the sequence (8k" > k0 :[SP ]' 2 L(0; wk")).So, there is an application of �SP which creates a history wk0 (at instant 0) suchthat
� :[SP ]' 2 L(0; wk0)� 9k < k0 such that L(0; wk0) � L(0; wk) (because of remark (2)) and (wk; wk0) 2SP0
Therefore, wk0 is looping with respect to �SP , and our strategy cannot generatesuch an in�nite sequence. We then prove that �SP cannot be triggered in�nitelyoften at instant 1, 2, . . . , and max(M). (Existence of max(M) follows from remark(1).)

The same reasoning shows that there cannot be in�nitely many applications of�SP\4. �
Proposition 4.10 The strategy given above is sound and complete.
Proof The soundness of the strategy obviously follows from the soundness of thetableaux system (theorem 4.3).

On the other hand, in order to prove the completeness of the strategy, the com-pleteness proof of theorem 4.7 has to be adapted. Suppose that T = (W;M; v0; L;R4; (RSP i)i2M )is an open tableau resulting from our strategy. We build a model (Ŵ ; 4̂; V ) where Ŵcontains every history which is not marked as a looping history (at the last iterationof the strategy). Every pair (w;wloop) in R4, where wloop is a looping history withrespect to < SP > (resp. < SP\ 4>), is replaced by the pair (w; loopSP (wloop))(resp. loopSP\4(wloop)) in 4̂. We then have to prove that i; w : ' implies i; w j= 'by induction on the structure of ', for every non-looping history w. The proof forcases '1 _ '2, :('1 _ '2), X', :X', [SP ]', and [SP\ 4]' is similar to the proofof theorem 4.7. Suppose that i; w :< SP > '. Rule �SP ensures the existence ofa node i; w0 labeled by ' such that (w;w0) 2 RSP i. If w0 is not looping, then wecan conclude i; w0 j= ' as in the proof of theorem 4.7. If w0 is looping with respectto < SP >, then we can prove that i; loopSP (w0) j= '. Notice that w0 cannotbe lopping with respect to < SP\ 4> since we suppose it has been created byapplication of rule �SP in node i; w. The proof for case < SP\ 4> is similar.
�

5 Complete axiomatization
In this section, we propose an axiomatic system for our logic. For technical reasons,we enrich our language with three modal operators: X�1, [4], and [<]. X�1 isneeded for the axiomatization of [SP ], and [4] and [<] are needed for the axioma-tization of [SP\ 4]. Our axiomatic system is complete with respect to a semantics



which slightly di�ers from the one given in section 3. First, the time is implicitlymodeled by the set Z of the integers instead of the set N of the non-negative inte-gers. Second, we drop the constraint of totality of the quasi-ordering 4. We callLmin the logic de�ned by this semantics, and whose language contains the modaloperators X;X�1; [SP ]; [SP\ 4]; [4]; [<]. Let us give the semantics of these newoperators.
i; w j= X�1' i� i� 1; w j= '
i; w j= [4]' i� 8w0 2W if w 4 w0 then i; w0 j= '
i; w j= [<]' i� 8w0 2W if w0 4 w then i; w0 j= '

In this section we will propose an axiomatic system for Lmin. For all formulas
', we de�ne X0' def= ', for each positive integer i, Xi' def= Xi�1X', and for each
negative integer i, Xi' def= Xi+1X�1'.
5.1 Admissible forms
For the de�nition of the special rules of inference, we will need expressions of aspecial form, called admissible forms, denoted by capital Latin letters A, B, etc.Let the language of Lmin be extended with a new atomic proposition ]. Admissibleforms are de�ned by the following rule:

A ::= ] j (') A) j XA j X�1A j [SP ]A j [4]A j [<]A j [SP\ 4]A:
Note that in each admissible form, ] has a unique occurrence. Let A be an admissibleform and ' be a formula. The result of the replacement of the unique occurrenceof ] in its place in A with ' will be denoted by A(').
5.2 Axiomatization
Our axiomatic system for Lmin is based on the following set of axioms and rules ofinference:

Axioms
(A0) Classical tautologies are axioms.
(K) For all L 2 fX;X�1; [SP ]; [4]; [<]; [SP\ 4]g,L('1 ) '2)) (L'1 ) L'2).
(A1) :X', X:', ') XX�1'.
(A2) :X�1', X�1:', ') X�1X'.
(A3) [SP ]') ', [SP ]') [SP ][SP ]', ') [SP ]hSP i'.
(A4) [4]') ', [4]') [4][4]', ') [4]h<i'.
(A5) [<]') ', [<]') [<][<]', ') [<]h4i'.
(A6) if i < j then for all p 2 P , the following formulas are axioms:Xip) Xj [SP ]Xi�jp, Xi:p) Xj [SP ]Xi�j:p.
(A7) X[4]', [4]X', X�1[4]', [4]X�1'.
(A8) X[<]', [<]X', X�1[<]', [<]X�1'.



(A9) [SP ]' _ [4]') [SP\ 4]'.
Rules of inference

Modus ponens: From '1 and '1 ) '2 infer '2.
necessitation: For all L 2 fX;X�1; [SP ]; [4]; [<]; [SP\ 4]g,from ' infer L'.
[SP ] special rule: If 2 2 f[4]; [<]g? and i < 0, thenfrom fA(:2(' _Xip) _Xip) : p 2 Pg infer A(:[SP ]').
[SP\ 4] special rule:From fA(hSP i(' ^ p) _ h4i(' ^ :p)) : p 2 Pg infer A(hSP\ 4i').
Special rules are needed because of two non-standard aspects of our logic:
� the semantic relation associated with [SP ] refers to the valuation of a given model
� operator [SP\ 4] corresponds to the intersection of two semantic relations

Their origin is more technical that intuitive: they have been exhibited so thatthe truth lemma (lemma 5.5) can be proved for formulas of the form [SP ]' and[SP\ 4]'. Special rule [SP\ 4] follows the idea already developed in [25,4] to givea complete axiomatization for the intersection of some semantic relations. Althoughintersection is not modally de�nable in ordinary quanti�er-free modal languages, itbecomes de�nable in languages with propositional quanti�ers. Indeed, the followingquanti�ed axiom modally de�nes semantic intersection.
< R1 \R2 > ' , 8p (< R1 > (' ^ p)_ < R2 > (' ^ :p)))

Rule [SP\ 4] 'simulates' right to left direction while axiom (A9) corresponds tothe left to right direction.
A formula ' is a theorem of Lmin if it belongs to the least set of formulascontaining all axioms and closed under the rules of inference.

5.3 Soundness and completeness
Theorem 5.1 (Soundness of Lmin) Let ' be a formula. If ' is a theorem ofLmin then ' is valid in every model.
Proof

By induction on the length of a deduction of ' in Lmin, we that ' is valid inevery model. We only develop the special rule cases .
We treat the case where admissible form is ].
[SP ] special rule: Let 2 2 f[4]; [<]g� and i<0. Let ' be a formula such that8p 2 P 2(' _Xip)) Xip is a valid. We show that :[SP ]' is valid. Suppose thatit is not the case: there is a model (W;4; V ), and a state j; w 2 Z �W such thatj; w j= [SP ]'. Let p be an atomic proposition which does not appear in '. Let V 0 avaluation such that V �1(p) = f(j+i; w0) = :SamePast((j; w); (j; w0))g. Consideringthe model (W;4; V 0), we have j; w j= 2('_Xip). Indeed, let w0 a history accessiblefrom w by the composition of relations corresponding to 2. Either (j; w0) has thesame past as (j; w) and j; w j= ', or (j; w0) has not the same past as (j; w), and



j; w j= Xip. Thus, we deduce that j; w j= Xip. This is in contradiction with thede�nition of V 0 since (j; w) has the same past has itself.
[SP\ 4] special rule: Suppose that there is a model M = (W;4; V ), and astate (i; w) in M such that i; w j= [SP\ 4]'. We have to show that 9p 2 P and9M 0; (i0; w0) such that i0; w0 j= [SP ](' _ p) ^ [4](' _ :p).
Consider an atom p which does not appear in '. Let us de�ne a valuationV 0 such that V 0�1(p) = f(i; w0) = SamePast((i; w); (i; w0)) and :(w 4 w0)g, andV 0�1(q) = V �1(q)8q 6= p. Then, in the model (W;4; V 0), i; w j= [SP ](' _ p) ^ [4](' _ :p). �

Theorem 5.2 (Completeness of Lmin) Let ' be a formula. If ' is valid in everymodel then ' is a theorem of Lmin.
The completeness of Lmin is more di�cult to establish than its soundness andwe defer proving that Lmin is complete with respect to the class of all models tillsection 5.5.

5.4 Theories
In this section we introduce the notions of theories and maximal theories, the latterhaving a key role in the proof of the completeness theorem. A set x of formulas iscalled a theory if it satis�es the following conditions:
(th 1) x contains the set of all theorems of Lmin.
(th 2) x is closed under modus ponens.
(th 3) x is closed under the [SP ] special rule.
(th 4) x is closed under the [SP\ 4] special rule.
Obviously the smallest theory is the set THmin of all theorems and the greatesttheory is the set of all formulas. The later theory is called trivial theory. A theoryx is called consistent if ? =2 x, otherwise it is called inconsistent. It is a well-knownfact that a theory x is consistent i� it is not trivial and that x is inconsistent if itcontains a formula ' together with its negation :'. A theory x is called a maximaltheory if it is consistent and for any formula ': ' 2 x or :' 2 x. A set � offormulas is called consistent if it is contained in a consistent theory. It can beshown that a single formula ' is consistent (considered as a singleton f'g), i� itis not equivalent to ?. In the literature, instead of maximal theory, the notionof a maximal consistent set is used, where consistency is de�ned without using thenotion of theory. It can be proved that each maximal theory is a maximal consistentset in the classical sense, and each maximal consistent set which is closed under thespecial rules for [SP ] and [SP\ 4] is a maximal theory. We will use the followingproperties of maximal theories without explicit reference (x is a maximal theory):
� > 2 x
� :' 2 x i� ' =2 x,
� '1 _ '2 2 x i� '1 2 x or '2 2 x,� '1 ^ '2 2 x i� '1 2 x and '2 2 x.



Let x be a set of formulas. If L 2 fX;X�1; [SP ]; [4]; [<]; [SP\ 4]g then de�neLx = f' : L' 2 xg. If ' is a formula then de�ne x + ' = f'0 : ' ) '0 2 xg.
For all sets x of formulas, we de�ne X0x = x,for each positive integer i, Xi' def=
Xi�1X', and for each negative integer i, Xi' def= Xi+1X�1'. In the next lemmawe summarize some properties of theories.
Lemma 5.3 Let x be a theory. The following statements hold.
(i) Lx is a theory too.
(ii) x+ ' is the smallest theory containing x and '.
(iii) x+ ' is inconsistent i� :' 2 x.
(iv) If x is consistent and :A(:[SP ]') 2 x then for all 2 2 f[4]; [<]g?, and for alli < 0, there exists p 2 P such that x+ :A(:2(' _Xip) _Xip) is consistent.
(v) If x is consistent and :A(hSP\ 4i') 2 x then there exists p 2 P such thatx+ :A(hSP i(' ^ p) _ h4i(' ^ :p)) is consistent.
Proof We show statements (i) and (iv).

Statement 1. Let ' be a theorem. Then by the necessitation rules, L' is atheorem too. Hence, L' 2 x, so ' 2 Lx. Thus, Lx contains the set of all theorems.Let '1 2 Lx and '1 ) '2 2 Lx. Then L'1 2 x and L('1 ) '2) 2 x. By theaxiom (K), L('1 ) '2) ) (L'1 ) L'2) 2 x. Applying modus ponens twice, weobtain that L'2 2 x, so '2 2 Lx. Thus Lx is closed under modus ponens.To show that Lx is closed under the [SP ] special rule, let 2 2 f[4]; [<]g? and i < 0.Suppose that we have A(:2(' _Xip) _Xip) 2 Lx. Then, for all p 2 P , we obtainLA(:2('_Xip)_Xip) 2 x. Notice that LA(:2('_Xip)_Xip) is an admissibleform. Since x is closed under the [SP ] special rule, we obtain LA(:[SP ]') 2 x.Hence, A(:[SP ]') 2 Lx. Thus, Lx is closed under the [SP ] special rule.Similarly, one can prove that Lx is closed under the [SP\ 4] special rule.
Statement 4. Suppose that :A(:[SP ]') 2 x. Since x is consistent, thenA(:[SP ]') =2 x. Thus, since x is closed under the [SP ] special rule, then forall 2 2 f[4]; [<]g� and for all i < 0, there exists p 2 P such that A(:2(' _Xip) _ Xip) =2 x. (Otherwise, A(:[SP ]') would necessarily be in x.) Since xis a theory, :A(:2(' _ Xip) ^ :Xip) 2 x. From statement 3, we deduce thatx+ :A(:2(' _Xip) _Xip) is consistent.
The proof of statement (v) is similar.

�
Now we are ready for the main lemma in this section:

Lemma 5.4 Each consistent theory can be extended to a maximal theory.
Proof Suppose x is a consistent theory and let '0, '1, : : : be an enumeration ofall formulas. We de�ne an increasing sequence of consistent theories x0, x1, : : : byinduction as follows. Let x0 = x and suppose that for some integer n, the consistenttheory xn has already been de�ned. For the de�nition of xn+1 we consider two cases.Case 1: xn + 'n is consistent. Then de�ne xn+1 = xn + 'n.Case 2: xn + 'n is not consistent. Then :'n 2 x. In this case we consider twosub-cases:



Sub-case 2.1: 'n is neither in the form of a conclusion of the [SP ] special rule norin the form of a conclusion of the [SP\ 4] special rule. Then let xn+1 = xn.Sub-case 2.2: 'n is in the form of a conclusion of the [SP ] special rule or in theform of a conclusion of the [SP\ 4] special rule. We only consider the case where'n is in the form of a conclusion of the [SP\ 4] special rule, i.e. 'n is in thefollowing form A(hSP\ 4i') where A is an admissible form. Therefore, there are�nitely many such representations for 'n: Ai(hSP\ 4i'i) for i = 1; : : : ; k. Wede�ne inductively an increasing sequence of consistent theories xin for i = 0; : : : ; k,as follows. Let x0n = xn. Suppose xin is de�ned and consistent. Then it contains:'n = :Ai(hSP\ 4i'i) and, by the properties of theories mentioned above, thereexists a propositional variable pi 2 P such that xin+:Ai(hSP i('i^p)_h4i('i^:p))is consistent. We de�ne xi+1n as follows: xi+1n = xin+:Ai(hSP i('i^p)_h4i('i^:p)).Now, we put xn+1 = xkn.Finally, we de�ne y = S1i=0 xi. It is straightforward to demonstrate that y is amaximal theory which extends x. �
5.5 Canonical model construction
The canonical model of Lmin is the structure Mc = (Wc;4c; Vc) de�ned as follows:
� Wc is the set of all maximal theories,
� 4c is the binary relation on Wc de�ned by x 4c y i� [4]x � y,
� Vc is the function which associates each pair (i; x) 2 Z�Wc with the set Vc(i; x) =fp : Xip 2 xg of atomic propositions.
To prove the completeness of our axiomatic system, it su�ces to demonstrate thefollowing lemma.
Lemma 5.5 Let ' be a formula. For all integers i 2 Z and for all maximal theoriesx 2Wc, Mc; (i; x) j= ' i� Xi' 2 x.
Proof The proof is done by induction on the complexity of '. We only considerthe cases ' = L� for L 2 fX;X�1; [SP ]; [4]; [<]; [SP\ 4]g.Case ' = X�. Assume Mc; (i; x) j= X'. Consequently, Mc; (i + 1; x) j= '.By induction hypothesis, Xi+1' 2 x. Hence, XiX' 2 x. Reciprocally, assumeXiX' 2 x. Therefore, Xi+1' 2 x and, by induction hypothesis,Mc; (i+1; x) j= '.Thus, Mc; (i; x) j= X'.Case ' = X�1�. Similar to the previous case.Case ' = [SP ]�. Assume Mc; (i; x) j= [SP ]'. For the sake of the contradiction,assume Xi[SP ]' 62 x. Consequently, [SP ]' 62 Xix and ' 62 [SP ]Xix. Hence,the theory [SP ]Xix + :' is consistent. By Lindenbaum's lemma, there exists amaximal theory y such that [SP ]Xix + :' � y. Remark that [SP ]Xix � y and:' 2 y. Let z = X�iy. Remark that Xiz = y. Since :' 2 y, then X�iXi:' 2 yand Xi:' 2 z. Therefore, Xi' 62 z and, by induction hypothesis, Mc; (i; z) 6j= '.SinceMc; (i; x) j= [SP ]', then x and z do not have the same past with respect to i.Thus, there exists an integer j 2 Z such that i > j and for some atomic propositionp, either Xjp 2 x and Xjp 62 z or Xjp 62 x and Xjp 2 z. Without loss of generality,let us suppose that Xjp 2 x and Xjp 62 z. Remark that [SP ]Xix � Xiz. SinceXjp 62 z, then Xj�ip 62 Xiz. Since [SP ]Xix � Xiz, then [SP ]Xj�ip 62 Xix.



Consequently, we have Xjp 2 x and Xi[SP ]Xj�ip 62 x: a contradiction with i > jand axiom (A6). Reciprocally, assume that Xi[SP ]' 2 x and let us show thatMc; (i; x) j= [SP ]'. For the sake of the contradiction, assume that Mc; (i; x) 6j=[SP ]'. Consequently, there exists y 2Wc such that x and y have the same past withrespect to i and Mc; (i; y) 6j= '. By induction hypothesis, Xi' 62 y and ' 62 Xiy.Since Xi[SP ]' 2 x, then :[SP ]' 62 Xix. Let 2 2 f[4]; [<]g? be such that 2x � yand j 2 Z be such that i > j. Remark that j � i < 0. Since Xix is a theory,then Xix is closed under the [SP ] special rule. Since :[SP ]' 62 Xix, then thereexists an atomic proposition p such that :2('_Xj�ip)_Xj�ip 62 Xix. Therefore,Xi
2(' _Xj�ip) 2 x and Xj:p 2 x. Thus, 2(Xi' _Xjp) 2 x. Since 2x � y, thenXi' 2 y or Xjp 2 y. If Xi' 2 y then ' 2 Xiy: a contradiction. If Xjp 2 y thenXjp 2 x, seeing that x and y have the same past with respect to i and i > j. Thiscontradicts the fact that Xj:p 2 x.Case ' = [SP\ 4]�. Similar to the previous case (use the special rule for [SP\ 4]and the axiom (A9) instead of the special rule for [SP ] and the axiom (A6).Case ' = [4]�. Assume Mc; (i; x) j= [4]'. For the sake of the contradiction,assume Xi[4]' 62 x. Consequently, [4]' 62 Xix and ' 62 [4]Xix. Hence, thetheory [4]Xix+:' is consistent. By Lindenbaum's lemma, there exists a maximaltheory y such that [4]Xix + :' � y. Remark that [4]Xix � y and :' 2 y.Let z = X�iy. Remark that Xiz = y. Since :' 2 y, then X�iXi:' 2 y andXi:' 2 z. Therefore, Xi' 62 z and, by induction hypothesis, Mc; (i; z) 6j= '.Since Mc; (i; x) j= [4]', then x 64c z. Thus, there exists a formula  such that[4] 2 x and  62 z. Hence, X�i 62 y, X�i 62 [4]Xix + :', X�i 62 [4]Xixand Xi[4]X�i 62 x. Thus, [4]XiX�i 62 x and [4] 62 x: a contradiction.Reciprocally, assume that Xi[4]' 2 x and let us show that Mc; (i; x) j= [4]'. Forthe sake of the contradiction, assume that Mc; (i; x) 6j= [4]'. Consequently, thereexists y 2 Wc such that x 4c y and Mc; (i; y) 6j= '. By induction hypothesis,Xi' 62 y. Since x 4c y, then [4]x � y. Consequently, Xi' 62 [4]x and [4]Xi' 62 x.Hence, Xi[4]' 62 x: a contradiction.Case ' = [<]�. Similar to the previous case. �
Now, we are ready for proving the main theorem of this section.

Proof of theorem 5.2. Let ' be a formula. Assume ' is not a theorem of Lmin.Consequently, THmin + :' is a consistent theory. By Lindenbaum's lemma, thereexists a maximal theory x such that THmin + :' � x. Hence, :' 2 x, ' 62 x andX0' 62 x. By the lemma 5.5, Mc; (0; x) 6j= '. Thus, ' is not valid.
6 Conclusion
We have designed a tableaux method which can handle the fragment of our lan-guage restricted to until-free formulas. Our method is sound and complete. Atermination strategy based on loop detection shows that our tableaux method canbe implemented as a decision procedure. We have also given a sound and com-plete axiomatization of the set of formulas valid in the class of all models, withoutconsidering the 4-totality constraint. Remark that this set of valid formulas isnot closed with respect to the rule of uniform substitution, seeing that the for-



mula X�1p! [SP ]X�1p is valid for any atomic proposition p whereas the formulaX�1Xp ! [SP ]X�1Xp (or, equivalently, the formula p ! [SP ]p) is not valid.To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst attempt at developing a decisionprocedure and an axiom system for a modal logic with such an operator as [SP ].
Plans for future work include: developing a decision procedure for the languagethat includes the until operator ; designing an axiom system that is sound andcomplete with respect to validity in the class of all models (W;�; V ) where � istotal ; adapting our tableaux method and our axiom system to the case wherethe set P of all atomic propositions is in�nite. Note that if P is in�nite then theinference rules for the modalities [SP ] and [SP\ �] become in�nitary, i.e. theyboth need in�nitely many preconditions before one can apply them. In this case, anopen question is whether one can replace these in�nitary inference rules by �nitaryones.
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